Whole School Curriculum with Mrs Mac

Science
Upper Primary students have been using the internet to research the ‘Great Barrier Reef’ and a chosen marine animal that lives on the coral reef.

The Junior Primary class have been listening to and reading facts about some of the marine animals featured in the movie ‘Nemo’. So far we have learnt about Clown Fish, Regal Tang Fish, Great White Sharks and Seahorses.

Art
This term we have been looking at artwork by the Australian artist Ken Done. He has painted lots of seascape scenes. We each chose one of his paintings and tried to recreate it. First we drew it with colour pencils and then a final copy using water colours. We entered these in the Cleve Show. These will be hung in the library for all to view. We have also done some seascape collages using shells and painted pictures of marine animals. All of our art work is displayed on walls around the school. We are currently working on 3D marine animals to hang in the Junior Primary Class.

Physical Education
For the first half of the term we have been developing our cricket skills and are now doing netball skills. We will be participating in Ace Tennis next week with Di Eatts.
As a part of our work on Number in Maths Tori, Jamie and Teigue have been learning how to play Numero. Numero is a game that uses addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and fractions. The aim of Numero is to have the most cards at the end of the game. The children are playing well and enjoying taking each others card.